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Acetyl–coenzyme A carboxylases (ACCs) are required for the biosynthesis and
oxidation of long-chain fatty acids. They are targets for therapeutics against
obesity and diabetes, and several herbicides function by inhibiting their car-
boxyltransferase (CT) domain. We determined the crystal structure of the free
enzyme and the coenzyme A complex of yeast CT at 2.7 angstrom resolution
and found that it comprises two domains, both belonging to the crotonase/ClpP
superfamily. The active site is at the interface of a dimer. Mutagenesis and
kinetic studies reveal the functional roles of conserved residues here. The
herbicides target the active site of CT, providing a lead for inhibitor develop-
ment against human ACCs.

Acetyl–coenzyme A carboxylases (ACCs) cat-
alyze the formation of malonyl–coenzyme A
(CoA) and regulate fatty acid biosynthesis and
oxidation (1–6). They are targets for the devel-
opment of therapeutic treatments against obesi-
ty, type 2 diabetes, and microbial infections
(7–10), in addition to being the site of action for
commercial herbicides (11). In mammals,
ACC1 is a cytosolic enzyme, and its production
of malonyl-CoA is the committed step in the
biosynthesis of long-chain fatty acids (1–4). In
comparison, ACC2 is a mitochondrial enzyme,
and its malonyl-CoA product regulates fatty
acid oxidation by potently inhibiting the shuttle
that transports long-chain acyl-CoAs from the
cytosol to the mitochondria for oxidation (5, 6).
Mice lacking ACC2 have a higher than normal
rate of fatty acid oxidation and reduced body fat
and body weight (8).

Mammalian, yeast, and most other eukaryot-
ic ACCs are large multifunctional enzymes, con-
taining the biotin carboxylase (BC) domain, the
biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP) domain,
and the carboxyltransferase (CT) domain (Fig.
1A). BC catalyzes the adenosine triphosphate–
dependent carboxylation of a biotin group co-
valently linked to a lysine residue in BCCP, and
then CT catalyzes the transfer of the carboxyl
group from biotin to acetyl-CoA to produce ma-
lonyl-CoA (Fig. 1B). In Escherichia coli and
other bacteria, ACCs are multisubunit enzymes,
with BC, BCCP, and two subunits for the CT
(Fig. 1A). Crystal structures are available for the
BC and BCCP subunits of E. coli ACC (4), but
currently there is no structural information on the
CT enzyme. The amino acid sequences of the
CT domains are highly conserved among the
eukaryotic multifunctional ACCs (fig. S1) but

share very limited homology to the two subunits
of the bacterial CTs (Fig. 1A). They do not share
any recognizable homology with other proteins
in the sequence database.

We expressed and purified the CT domain of
yeast ACC, which constitutes the 90-kD frag-
ment at the C terminus of the protein (Fig. 1A
and fig. S1). The CT domain of yeast ACC
shares 50% sequence identity with that of hu-
man ACCs. The structure of the free enzyme
was determined at 2.7 Å resolution by the sel-
enomethionyl single-wavelength anomalous dif-
fraction method (Table 1 and fig. S2) (12). The

structure of CT in complex with CoA was de-
termined at 2.7 Å resolution from a crystal
grown in the presence of 2 mM acetyl-CoA
(Table 1). Several attempts at determining the
binding mode of the biotin substrate were un-
successful, possibly because binding has low
affinity. The Michaelis constant (Km) of biocy-
tin, an analog of biotin, for the E. coli CT has
been reported to be about 8 mM (13). The
atomic coordinates have been deposited at the
Protein Data Bank, with accession codes 1OD2
and 1OD4.

The crystal structures show that each CT
domain molecule is made up of two subdo-
mains (N and C domains) that are intimately
associated with each other (Figs. 1C and 2, A
and B). This domain organization of CT is
consistent with the fact that the N- and C-
terminal halves show limited sequence homol-
ogy to the � and � subunits of the bacterial CT,
respectively (Fig. 1A). More than 50 residues at
the N terminus and 30 residues at the C termi-
nus (together with the His tag) are disordered in
both structures.

The N and C domains share similar
polypeptide backbone folds, with a central
�-�-� superhelix (Fig. 2, A and B). A total of
127 equivalent C� atoms can be superim-
posed to within 2.5 Å of each other between
the two domains, and the root mean squares
(rms) distance for these atoms is 1.3 Å. How-
ever, the amino acid sequence identity be-
tween these 127 residues is only 12%, under-
scoring the lack of sequence conservation
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Fig. 1. Structures of ACCs. (A) Schematic drawing of the primary structures of eukaryotic
multidomain ACC and bacterial multisubunit ACC. (B) The chemical reaction catalyzed by CT. The
N1 atom of biotin is labeled. (C) Schematic drawing of the structure of the CT domain dimer of
yeast ACC. The N and C domains of one monomer are colored cyan and yellow, whereas those of
the other monomer are colored purple and green. The CoA molecule bound to one monomer is
shown as a stick model. Only the adenine base was observed in the other monomer (labeled A). (C)
was produced with Ribbons (22).
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between the two domains. The backbone fold
of the two domains is similar to that of the
crotonase/ClpP superfamily (Fig. 2C) (14–

18), even though the amino acid sequence
identity between CT domains and these other
proteins is less than 14%. Several crotonase/

ClpP proteins are acyl-CoA–dependent en-
zymes that catalyze various reactions for fatty
acid �-oxidation (4, 15, 17, 18). However,
there are substantial differences in the oli-
gomerization state and the composition of the
active site between CT and other crotonase
family members. In addition, the domains in
CT contain substantial insertions to the cro-
tonase/Clp fold (Fig. 2, A to C), and some of
these inserted segments are important for the
oligomerization of the enzyme (Fig. 1C).

A dimer of the CT domain is observed in all
the structures that we have determined so far
(Fig. 1C), and the organization of this dimer is
essentially the same in these different structures.
About 5300 Å2 of the surface area of each
monomer is buried in the dimer interface, in-
volving mostly residues that are highly con-
served among the ACCs (fig. S1). A stable and
conserved dimer is consistent not only with the
x-ray data but also with gel-filtration and light-
scattering studies in solution (19) as well as the
�2�2 stoichiometry of the bacterial CT subunits
(4). The dimer is formed by the side-to-side
arrangement of the two monomers, in such a
way that the N domain of one molecule is
placed next to the C domain of the other (Fig.
1C). The �6A-�6D insertion in the C domain of
one monomer (Fig. 2B) is interdigitated be-
tween the �7A-�7D insertion (Fig. 2A) and the
core of the N domain of the other monomer
(Fig. 1C). The insertion between �4 and �5 of
the C domain (Fig. 2B) also contributes to the
formation of the dimer.

The structure of the CoA complex shows
that the active site of the enzyme is at the
interface of the dimer, with approximately
equal contributions from the N and C do-
mains of the two monomers (Figs. 1C and
3A). The active site is located in a cavity
between the small � sheets (with strands �5,
�7, �9, and �11) of the �-�-� superhelix of
the two domains (Fig. 3A). Above these two
� sheets, the �6 helices of the two domains
form two walls, providing additional binding
surfaces for the CoA and biotin substrates as
well as restricting their directions of approach
(Fig. 3, A and B). Residues in this active site
are generally well conserved among the var-
ious CT domains (fig. S1).

The CoA molecule is mostly associated with
the N domain of one molecule in the dimer (Fig.
3A). The N1 and N6 atoms of the adenine base
are recognized by hydrogen bonds with the

Fig. 2. Structures of the domains of CT. (A) Schematic drawing
in stereo of the structure of the N domain (residues 1484 to
1824) of CT. The secondary structure elements are labeled.
The inserted elements to the crotonase fold are named by
appending a letter, for example �7A. (B) Schematic drawing of
the structure of the C domain (residues 1825 to 2202) of CT.
Secondary structure elements that are equivalent to those in
the N domain are given the same name. (C) Schematic draw-
ing of the structure of crotonase monomer in complex with
octanoyl-CoA (15). The catalytic residues Glu144 and Glu164

are shown in green. Produced with Ribbons (22).
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main chain of residues immediately after �7 in
the N domain (Fig. 3A). The phosphate groups
of CoA are located near the side chains of
Arg1731, Lys2034� and Arg2036� (the residue num-
bers with primes indicate the second monomer).
The pantotheine arm lies on the surface of the
small � sheet in the N domain, and the thiol
group is placed in the cavity between the two
domains (Fig. 3A). Although acetyl-CoA was
used in the crystallization, there was no electron
density for the acetyl group, and only the CoA
molecule is included in the current atomic mod-
el. In the other active site of the dimer, only the
electron density for the adenine base of the
coenzyme was observed (Fig. 1C), suggesting
that the rest of the CoA molecule is disordered
in this binding site. The binding mode of CoA in
CT shows general similarity to that observed in
crotonase (fig. S3).

Based on the location of CoA, it is likely
that the biotin substrate is mostly associated
with the small � sheet in the C domain of the
other monomer in the active site (Fig. 3A).
This is partly supported by observations with
the E. coli biotin ligase/repressor BirA, where
the biotin molecule is bound on the surface of
a � sheet (20). If this is true, two domains
with similar backbone folds in CT apparently
recognize rather different chemical entities.

There are only minor changes in the con-
formation of the core of the monomer or the
organization of the dimer when CoA is bound
to the enzyme. The rms distance between
1200 equivalent C� atoms of the dimers of
the free enzyme and CoA complex is 0.4 Å.

To characterize the functional roles of the
conserved residues in the active site, we mutated
many of them and determined the kinetic param-
eters of the mutants for the reverse reaction,
which transfers the carboxyl group of malonyl-
CoA to biotin (Fig. 1B and table S1). The largest
effect on the catalytic activity was observed with
the mutation of the Arg1954 residue, in the C
domain (Fig. 3A), which led to a 75-fold in-
crease in the Km for malonyl-CoA and a 300-
fold decrease in the overall kcat/Km (kcat, turnover
number) of the enzyme (table S1). Based on our
structures, it is likely that this residue is impor-
tant for recognizing the carboxyl group of mal-
onyl-CoA. This residue may also recognize the
carboxyl group of carboxybiotin (Fig. 1B),
which is consistent with the hypothesis that the
biotin substrate may be mostly associated with
the C domain. Of the charged side chains that
interact with the phosphate groups of CoA, mu-
tation of Arg1731 gave rise to a 14-fold increase
in the Km for malonyl-CoA (table S1). Kinetic
results with the Arg2036� mutant suggest that it
makes only minor contributions to the binding of
CoA (table S1).

Kinetic and chemical modification studies of
E. coli CT have suggested that a cysteine resi-
due may act as a general base to initiate the
carboxylation of acetyl-CoA (4). Our structure
does not show a cysteine residue in the active

site (Fig. 3A). In addition, we have mutated
those residues in the active site that could func-
tion as a general base (Tyr1738, Glu1994, and
Glu2026), and kinetic studies showed that these
residues are not required for catalysis (table S1).
Therefore, the structural and mutagenesis stud-
ies support a mechanism in which the N1 atom
of biotin itself functions as the general base (Fig.
1B) (3). This contrasts with the crotonases,
where an acidic side chain of the enzyme is
required for catalysis (Fig. 2C).

Herbicides that target the CT domain are
powerful inhibitors of plastid ACC and can kill

sensitive plants by shutting down fatty acid
biosynthesis (11). Mutagenesis and biochemi-
cal studies showed that an Ile residue in the CT
domain plays an important role in determining
the sensitivity of the wheat enzyme to the com-
mercial herbicides (11). An Ile3Leu mutation
renders the wheat enzyme resistant to the her-
bicides, and plant ACCs that are insensitive to
the herbicides have a Leu residue at this posi-
tion. This residue is equivalent to Leu1705 in
yeast ACC (fig. S1), which is located on helix
�4 of the N domain, deep at the bottom of the
active site cavity and also in the dimer interface

Fig. 3. The active site of CT and the binding mode of CoA. (A) Schematic drawing in stereo of the
active site of CT. The N domain is shown in cyan, and the C domain of the other monomer is shown
in green. The side chains of residues in the active site are shown in purple. The prime (�) in the labels
indicates the C domain of the other monomer of the dimer. (B) Molecular surface of the active site
region of CT. The side chain of Lys1764 (in helix �6, 15 Å from the active site) has been removed
to facilitate the viewing of the active site. (C) Chemical structure of haloxyfop and the double
reciprocal plot showing the competitive inhibition of wild-type yeast CT by haloxyfop. (A) was
produced with Ribbons (22), and (B) with Grasp (23).
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(Fig. 3A). Leu1705 is unlikely to contact the
substrate directly as it is about 8 Å from the
thiol group of CoA (Fig. 3A). Thus, mutagen-
esis and structural information suggest that the
herbicides target the active site of CT.

Our kinetic experiments showed that the
herbicide haloxyfop is a competitive inhibitor
of yeast CT with respect to the substrate malo-
nyl-CoA (Fig. 3C), which is consistent with
herbicide binding at the active site. The inhibi-
tion of yeast CT by haloxyfop is very weak,
with an inhibition constant (Ki) of about 0.5
mM (Fig. 3C). The herbicide is a poor inhibitor
of the L1705I mutant of yeast CT as well (table
S1)(19). These observations, together with
those on the apicoplast ACC of Toxoplasma
gondii (21), indicate that there are additional
structural determinants for the binding of these
compounds to the active site of CT.

Based on the structural, biochemical, and
mutagenesis observations, it may be possible
that part of the herbicide is bound in the
cavity between the two domains in the active
site (Fig. 3A). This cavity extends from the
thiol group of CoA to the side chains of
Leu1705 and Ser1708 and is mostly hydropho-
bic in nature. The proximity of the inhibitor
to Leu1705 is consistent with its importance in
determining the herbicide sensitivity of plant
ACCs. The carboxyl group of the inhibitor
may mimic the carboxyl group in the malo-
nyl-CoA substrate of the enzyme.

The successful development of inhibitors
against the active site of the CT domain of plant
ACCs holds promise for the development of
inhibitors against other CT domains, especially
that of human ACC2. The control of herbicide
sensitivity by a single amino acid in the wheat
enzyme demonstrates that it could also be pos-
sible to identify highly selective inhibitors of
mammalian enzymes. For example, inhibitors
that target human ACC2 while having only mi-
nor effects on ACC1 may prove beneficial for
controlling body weight (8). Our structural
information about the CT domain provides a
starting point for understanding the catalysis
by this enzyme as well as for designing and
optimizing its inhibitors.
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The Pentacovalent Phosphorus
Intermediate of a Phosphoryl

Transfer Reaction
Sushmita D. Lahiri,1 Guofeng Zhang,2

Debra Dunaway-Mariano,2* Karen N. Allen1*

Enzymes provide enormous rate enhancements, unmatched by any other type
of catalyst. The stabilization of high-energy states along the reaction coordinate
is the crux of the catalytic power of enzymes. We report the atomic-resolution
structure of a high-energy reaction intermediate stabilized in the active site of
an enzyme. Crystallization of phosphorylated �-phosphoglucomutase in the
presence of theMg(II) cofactor and either of the substrates glucose 1-phosphate
or glucose 6-phosphate produced crystals of the enzyme–Mg(II)–glucose 1,6-
(bis)phosphate complex, which diffracted x-rays to 1.2 and 1.4 angstroms,
respectively. The structure reveals a stabilized pentacovalent phosphorane
formed in the phosphoryl transfer from the C(1)O of glucose 1,6-(bis)phosphate
to the nucleophilic Asp8 carboxylate.

The unique ability of enzymes to synchronize
multiple interactions at specific sites with reac-
tants, intermediates, and products defines the
reaction pathway and is the source of the enor-
mous rate acceleration accomplished by en-
zymes (107- to 1019-fold) (1–9). The study of
the reaction pathway as it proceeds within the
protein walls continues to be the focal point of
bioorganic chemistry. Kinetic investigations of

enzyme catalysis on natural substrates and the
study of unreactive mimics of the ground state
and transition state have contributed greatly to
our understanding of the steric and electronic
structures of reaction coordinate species (10–
15). An actual image of each chemical species
formed is, however, the ultimate goal.

X-ray crystallography is the conduit to
such images (16, 17). If a chemical species is

Table 1. Summary of crystallographic information.

Free enzyme CoA complex

Space group C2 P21
Maximum resolution (Å) 2.7 2.7
Number of observations 533,916 168,936
Rmerge (%)* 7.6 (18.1) 5.2 (11.6)
Resolution range for refinement 30–2.7 Å 30–2.7 Å
Number of reflections 113,103 59,546
Completeness (%) 94.5 93.2
R factor (%)† 22.6 (29.9) 22.6 (29.6)
Free R factor (%) 26.2 (34.8) 27.9 (33.4)
rms deviation in bond lengths (Å) 0.009 0.009
rms deviation in bond angles (°) 1.4 1.4

*Rmerge � �
h

�
i
 Ihi � �Ih� /�h �

i
Ihi. The numbers in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

†R � �
h

 Fho � Fdh
c  /�h Fho.
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